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DPS450 Remote Hand Terminal
101-01185A
The Barfield 101-01185 remote hand terminal
significantly enhances the operation of the Barfield
DPS450 digital pitot static test set. The same front
panel display and keypad interface as the DPS450
is used. This allows an operator to run test routines
while seated in the aircraft cockpit. When connected,
the hand terminal automatically becomes the user
interface. The operator may display a message on
the DPS450 indicating that full control is now via the
remote hand terminal. The option to have the screen
display on the DPS450 and 101-01185A simultaneously
is also available thus reducing the possibilities of
communication errors.
The 101-01185A remote hand terminal includes an
interconnecting lead approximately 60 feet in length
which connects directly to the DPS450 situated outside
the aircraft.
The display of the remote hand terminal is protected
by a polycarbonate window for impact resistance.
The remote hand terminal’s internal components are
housed in an aluminum alloy casting, encapsulated by
a shock absorbing silicon rubber boot. The adjustable
wrist straps and molded finger grips ensure secure
operator handling.

Features
> Cockpit control reduces test time
> Enables single operator testing
> High accuracy - RVSM compliant system
> Operates up to 60 feet from test set
> Rugged ergonomic handheld design
> Display & keypad interface equivalent to DPS450
front panel
> Aluminium alloy casting with shock absorbing
silicon rubber boot and polycarbonate screen
protection.
> Weatherproof for flightline use.

101-01185A Dimensions
101-01185A Accessories
101-01198B Intercoinnecting lead, 60 feet (18 meter)
Backpack containig lead and pouch
specifically to carry the 101-01185A.
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